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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF’S NOTE

ABOUT THE SPECIAL ISSUE ON THE OCCASION OF THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

This AJEE issue begins with a special note written by Victor Muraviyov and Nataliia Mushak about the ratification of the Convention in 1997 and its implementation in Ukraine. In particular, the authors draw attention to essential issues related to the implementation of the Convention in Ukraine and the concept of ‘judicial precedent’ since judicial practice is more traditional for Ukraine’s legal system, as well as the most influential ECtHR decisions against Ukraine. The authors make some concluding remarks about the reality of human rights protection in Ukraine and provide a relevant internal policy that may be useful for further legal research.

There are seven contributors to the main research articles in this issue. In the first article, readers may find original research results prepared by Marcin Dziurda, Agnieszka Gołąb, and Tadeusz Zembrzuski, the main focus of which is the impact of the Convention of the Polish Law Development. In particular, issues of the institutional and procedural components of the right to a fair trial were deeply studied.

One of the most difficult points of the trial is the reasonable length of the procedure, which has been under the scholarly spotlight for centuries. In the article written by Tatjana Zoroska-Kamilovska, the right to an effective remedy is linked to a reasonable length of a trial, and the author answers the question of whether this legal remedy exists in Northern Macedonia.

A few research articles in this issue are devoted to the Ukrainian experience of applying the Convention. In particular, Vyacheslav Komarov and Tetiana Tsuvina deeply analysed the impact of the case-law of the ECtHR on Ukrainian civil procedure development. Specific attention was drawn to the impact of pilot judgments on the legal instruments, as well as the specific circumstances of the review of the case after the ECtHR decision and the procedure for providing advisory opinions of the ECtHR. The positive influence of the rule of law principle in civil procedural legislation was considered grounds for a new approach of the Supreme Court – the opposite of a purely dogmatic interpretation of the law and excessive formalism, which should be assessed as highly positive.

In Oksana Kaplina and Anush Tumanyants’ article, the impact of the Convention on Ukrainian criminal procedure was studied. The achievements of the human rights evolution in Ukraine since its independence have made significant progress, specifically in criminal procedure, which had been adopted and influenced by one of the most authoritarian states half a century ago and was not in line with the very idea of human rights. The authors provided a thorough analysis and incisive opinions on the development of the criminal procedure reforms in Ukraine from the first steps to the final achievements.

The next research article focused on the independence of the judiciary in Eastern Europe as a prerequisite of the right to a fair trial. Although procedural issues have been the primary focus of research thus far, the organisation and functioning of the judiciary is the key point for implementing access to justice. The judicial reforms in Ukraine were deeply analysed by Olena Boryslavska from
the perspectives of the constitutional states and European models of constitutionalism, and her conclusions are worth attention and useful for various groups, especially legislators.

Some interesting issues were found in the study of Nazar Bobechko, Alona Voinarovych, and Volodymyr Fihurskyi, whose attention was drawn to the procedure of referring a criminal case to the highest division of the Supreme Court with the aim of maintaining unified court practice in criminal proceedings. Comparative analyses of other European states' legislation gave the authors solid grounds for conclusions that contribute to the national doctrine, as well as to facilitating unity in court practice.

The European Convention does not only impact procedural law in Ukraine; therefore, we welcome the contribution of Iryna Sakharuk on the right of protection, which was substantially influenced by the Convention.

A few notes have been added to this issue due to their relevance to the Convention’s anniversary. In particular, the note related to the current law reforms in the field of the right to a fair trial was written by Maryna Stefanchuk, Oleksandr Hladun and Ruslan Stefanchuk.

In her case note, Natalia Sakara argued for the implementation of Art. 6 in a triad of proceedings: ‘disputable’, ‘conditionally disputable’, and ‘indisputable’. The widely used case-law of the ECtHR gave her grounds to contribute to the discussion of the right to a fair trial.

Specific attention was drawn to the administrative, procedural development in Ukraine under the Convention and ECtHR practice in Yana Sandul and Andriy Strehykov’s note, in which our audience may read about these interesting issues.

Legal translation is a highly requested area of scholarly research. Current projects show us the difficulties of single understandings of legal texts, and the interpretation of legal terms is a particularly interesting and important issue. In the special note written by Yuliia Baklazhenko, readers may find the results of studies related to the terms ‘small claims’ and ‘insignificant cases’, which were recently introduced in Ukrainian legislation. Instead of using highly popular and widely recognised terms for cases with low values, it was necessary to determine a more accurate term in the legislation of Ukraine and related procedure. The author’s method of resolving this is worth attention and useful for comparative research.

In the last part of my note, let me kindly draw your attention to our cover, where we have tried to illustrate the sense of the Convention and its role in civil society evolution during the last seven decades. Art gives us additional tools to feel rather than think about some essential issues of everyday life since artists always open new horizons and discover new aspects of humanity before they are conceptualised or even sketched up. Even though our cover uses a piece of art created by Pete Mondrian a century ago, the piece was a counterpoint of a new stage – unified art without national boundaries. The Convention became Mondrian’s point for legal development and harmonisation, especially in Eastern Europe, where traditional approaches were and are very powerful.

Following this new direction, Mondrian wanted to ‘denaturalize’ art, to move from natural forms to pure abstraction, which would unite different visions of the same phenomena of the surrounding world. The main tools for the image are lines filled with primary colours. Likewise, the provisions of the Convention have incorporated basic human rights, moving away from those differences that have formed in the law of different states over the past centuries. Simplifying the forms and making them ascetic and pointless, the artist achieved understanding without the subjective, as he himself later wrote: ‘Neoplasticism asserts justice, because the equality of plastic tools in a composition shows that everyone can be equal among equals.’

---

Minimalist in its essence, the article on the right of every person to a fair trial gave impetus to the development of common principles both in the organisation of courts and in the procedure of a trial of Member states, ensuring access to justice for all.

Mondrian’s influence on world culture is widely recognised and limitless – it goes beyond the visual arts and art in general and has become one of the starting points for globalist trends. Today, we are surrounded by reflections on Mondrian’s theme, from website design to architecture. Paraphrasing his message about the new art of a new life and applying it to our main theme, we can only add ‘a new law’.

Art is a harbinger of all the significant changes that occur in society. Artists and musicians transform new needs accumulated in society through the prism of their consciousness and create new visions of the future. Artists do not see the world around us objectively, but as a kaleidoscope of subjective reflections of our society, a mix of its illnesses and successes. Before Mondrian, art was replete with the traditional clichés prevailing in the visual arts. However, a hundred years ago, he was one of the first to single out a point that gave a reference to a whole direction – a vision of the world around us, common for all regardless of cultural and national characteristics, a universal and harmonious approach to depicting the reality around us. After him, Italian or Dutch painting was no longer relevant since universalism became an immanent feature of contemporary art. The soil of a modern artist is the whole world – he is a part of a single human society, and not a particular part of it, painted with national colours.

The approach introduced by the General Declaration and the European Convention is unique – whatever the law of the Member States, everyone is guaranteed the rights enshrined in these documents. These are rights that unite all people and not ones that divide national and ethnic attitudes and traditions. Few projects are so difficult to unify as the implementation of the right to a fair trial.2

In each country, even within each jurisdiction, different approaches have been formed that are seemingly impossible to resolve at first glance. Yet, the Convention gave us a clear example, in which common views prevail over national characteristics and even shape them.

Last, we are happy to announce that professor Anatoliy Getman is joining AJEE Editorial Board as a new member. We greatly welcome our team leading scholars and professionals who contribute to the high academic standards of scholarly research and help us to develop a journal!

As usual, I would like to express my endless gratitude to all my team who help to go through the whole publishing process – to communicate with our authors, to assist in peer review, to facilitate editing, proofreading and correcting the final versions, all together we make a great job! Thanks to our authors, who trust us in publishing, our reviewers for their professional attention and help, our Editorial Board members for their support.
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